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DISCUSSION RECORD 

Session No. 53 - SPECIAL PROBLEMS 

PAPER No. 531 
Author: 0 BEAR 

Question by J A BURGESS 
'This is more a comment than a question. Forecasting 
the traffic distribution in a telephone network is specu
lative even when reliable data is available and Table II 
of the paper illustrates the type of difficulty the traffic 
engineer is faced with for practical design purposes. 
In developing countries where no rudimentary or pre
vious telephone service exists to plan a new network 
the only base data available is often just the number of 
lines and likely location of exchanges. In such cases to 
estimate the number of junctions, one approach is to 
use an existing network where similar economic fac
tors, geographical distances etc, appertain. Another 
approach is to use simple "percentage trunking", and 
typical figures I have used myself, are 6.-7 % of lines 
to determine total terminating junctions for exchanges 
up to 2000 lines and higher. The latter is a primitive 
approach but what else can one do? Perhaps Mr. Bear 
might comment. 

Answer 
r agree that sophisticated models, as described in the 
paper, are of 1 ittle value in the absence of rel iable 
data. Inversely, the most reliable data can be mis
leading if used in conjunction with an inadequate theo
retical model. There is no objection to the use of per
centage trunking rules provided the assumptions on 
which they are based are clearly stated. The danger 
with such rules is that they may be applied blindly to 
different traffic conditions and trunking schemes, by 
users who are not well grounded in traffic engineering 
princip les • 

Question by 0 BAZ LEN 
Under-the condition that there are wide variations of 
average 1 ine loading in an exchange you made the con
clusion that there exists an excessive unbalance bet
ween originating and terminating traffic. Can you give 
some comments on this statement? 

Answer 
As a Slmp le examp le, cons ide r a network of three ex
changes A, Band C with the same number of 1 ines but 
widely varying values of average originating traffic per 
line, as follows: 

A - 0.009 erlang 
B - 0.018 erlang 
C - 0.09 erlang 

If the traffic is distributed in proportion to the number 
of 1 ines at each exchange, the average terminating 
traffic per line is 

§ (0.009 + 0.018 + 0.09) = 0.039 

for each exchange. So there is a considerable unbalan
ce in every case. 

Question by R R SOLEM 
1) In the entropy model of traffic distribution, the 
values obtained for the elements of the traffic matrix, 
is strongly influenced by the nature of the additional 
constraints. In your paper, you have mentioned the 
condition of a fixed "general ized cost". Have you stu
died the effect of other possible constraints to the so
lution obtained by this model? 
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2) How do you rate the value of the entropy model for 
planning purposes, in contrast to the use of other con
cepts? 

Answer 
1)-We -have not investigated the effect of constraints in 
the entropy model other than those mentioned in the 
paper • 

2) There is evidence that the entropy model has proved 
a useful tool in transportation planning, and I think its 
applicability to telephone traffic distribution is worth 
investigation. It has been shown that an equivalent mo
del can be derived from economic theory, without using 
the concept of entropy, which is sometimes regarded 
as dubious in this context. 
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Question by A MYS KJA 
In -a-hierarchical network some of the originating traffic 
0i is directed via transit exchanges with no subscribers, 
and this traffic spreads in principle throughout the glo
bal network. 

1. How do you take this part of the traffic into account 
in your first model and formulae? In other words: 
How do you indicate the size of a transit exchange? 

2) What is the defin ition of the term L ij in the text of 
the upper left part of page 2? 

Answer 
1)The model determines the amount of traffic between 
each pair of originating and terminating exchanges, not 
the method of routing. Hence transit exchanges with no 
subscribers are not represented. 

2) Lt . is a misprint for L j • Thank you for drawing my 

attention to it. 

PAPER No. 532 
Authors: 0 BREARY and J GATES 

Question by I MOLNAR 
Item 10) 
Why were high-usage groups limited to 90 circuits? 
Was it because with e.g. 120 or 150 circuits there is 
no worthwhile overall gain in per circuit usage, or be
cause of overload protection, or perhaps for switching 
technique considerations? With the 90 circuit limitation 
how do you handle a load of say, 150 erlangs between 
switching centers? 

Items 13 and 1 5) 
The described planning process is of a truly impr~ssive 
efficacy. But it is an equal tribute to the competence of 
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BPO"s operational department, that the approach by 
the sophisticated technique did not markedly improve 
the pattern arrived at by comparatively pedestrian 
means and lots of experience. 

Item 15) 
Several studies (e.g. Paper No. 523) presented at 
this Congress seem to express apprehension about 
certain aspects of alternate routings as commonly 
used now, particularly in respect to their ability 
to stand up under overload. Instead, they favor streng
then ing direct trunk ing at the expense of the backbone. 
I would be much interested in the authors' views, 
whether such approach can be bome out by their study 
and experience. 

Item 18, sixth paragraph) 
Does the statement of "some loss in network relia
bility" also refer to protection against overloads? , 

Answer 
Ytem10) 
The high usage groups were limited to 90 circuits 
primarily because this represented three 30-circuit 
:: oups routed over three separate physical paths: 
overload provision would be made on the fall-back 
route to take the traffic if one 30-circuit group failed. 
A contributory factor was that, with routes of this size 
and bigger the overall economic gain per circuit. is 
very small. Switching limitations did not enter tnto 
considerations. A fully-provided route would be pro
vided for 150 Erlangs between switching centres. 

Items 13 and 15) 
However, the "sophisticated technique" arrived at an 
answer for very many networks in a matter of a few 
hours for each, whereas the "pedestrian means" 
involved one network over a period of years or de' 
cades. The difference in network configuration using 
the two methods is predictably small when circuits are 
in 1 2-circuit groups, but would be considerably greater 
with 30-circuit groups. 

Item 15) 
We were worried about the abil ity of alternate routing 
systems to stand up to overload, and hence paid a lot 
of attention to providing additional circuits in strate
gic positions in the network to protect against over
load, particularly under conditions of failure of 30-
circuit groups. For the same reason, we felt that an 
upper 1 imit to the size of high-usage groups was ne
cessary, fully-provided routes being preferable above 
the limit. This, as you comment, would strengthen 
direct routing with fully-provided routes, but, on the 
introduction of pcm and cheap, high-capacity plant, the 
study indicated that the net effect would be that back
bone routes, and in particular, major mesh routes, 
would be strengthened at the expense of minor mesh 
routes. Although the paper confined itself to the eco
nom ic aspects of high usage routes, etc., the total 
study of which this economic investigation was a part 
paid great attention to the value of high-usage working 
as a means of protection against loss of service due to 
failure of small routes (of say 30 circuits), and re,gar
ded high-usage routes plus overload provision on the 
fall-back route as a more economic and effective way 
of giving protection than routing the circuits over two 
or three physically separate paths. However" as Mr. 
Leigh indicated (in paper 522) the UK Post Office is 
very seriously reviewing the application of automatic 
alternative routing taking into account practical consi
derations of control. 

Item 18, sixth paragraph) 
The routes referred to here are between local ex
changes and the home trunk switching centre; routes 
with 30 or less circuits would be more reliable with 
the circuits divided between two 30-circuit modules 
than carried all on one. 

Question by D BAZ LEN 
As we-have seen yesterday from the lecture of Mr. 
Kelly, there are two possibilities for future net,:",orks: 

- Separate networks for telephone and data traffic 
- Integrated network for all traffic types. 

Have you considered both possibil ities? How are your 
investigations influenced by assuming an integrated 
network? 
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Answer by J A POVEY 
The-study described limited itself to the study of the 
telephone network alone, for which basic long-range 
studies are essential. Further work is continuing on 
the relationship between telephone and data networks 
but, as Mr. Kelly indicated, we have not yet been able 
to approach - let alone reach - a conclusion. 

Question by D BAZ LEN 
"ihe text of the Question, which also refers to Paper 
No. 536, and the Answer is given under Paper No. 536. 

Question by W MI LORT 
Why-cITdyou limit the size of high usage routes to 3 
30 PCM circuits modules? 

Would you clarify your statement that making no pro
vision for high usage working did not alter the ~ of 
trunk switching centres? 

Did you take into account cost differences due to size 
differences of trunk switching centres (especially when 
they are stored programme controlled)? 

Could you agree that keeping the range of sizes of 
switching centres small may be more important than 1 i
miting the sizes of transmission groups? 

Answer by J A POVEY . 
"ihestze of high-usage routers was limited to 3 30-clr
cuits modules on purely economic principle that for 
traffic above certain routes it is cheaper to provide 'di
rect fully-provided routes. It should be remembered 
that the object of the study was to find the optimum 
shape of the network and the optimum number of centres 
at specific date in the future to assist in long-term 
strateg ic planning of the network. Within the accuracy 
of the study, including broad assumptions on relative 
future costs, the size of trunk switching centres was 
not sign ificantly effected by the introduction or absence 
of high-wage working. 

I believe that the switching costs did not take account of 
the differences in size of exchange, but Fig. 2 demon
strates that the shapes of the curves (giving the optimum 
number of centres) is not sensitive to costs • 

I would agree that it is important to keep range of size 
small if the alternative leads to too many different tech
nological solutions; but I would not expect this to be a 
significant factor in a digital trunk network of the size 
described. 
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Question by I MOLNAR 
Paragraph 2.1) 
While it has no bearing on the ma instreem of the 
author's "Network Flow Approach", I recall that some 
years ago we have made a study on the worktimes of 
toll operators. (Bell Laboratories have a copy of our 
report on "A Study of Traffic in Automatic Toll Tele
hone Systems, 1950".) One of our findings was, among 
others, that constant work holding time of the operator 
was a more productive approximation than an exponenti
al distribution, if one has to choose between the two. 
It gave a better fit to measured results; and, incidently, 
it showed good agreement with traditional force adjust
ment specifications, based on work coefficients and 
speed of answer, both with cord type operation and auto
matic call distribution. 

I would be interested to know of some more up-to-date 
studies which support the approprietness of exponen
tial distribution. 

Answer 
Erlang"s delay formula for calculating the operator re
quirements was given as a possible procedure. Any 
other proven practice may be substituted. With respect 
to the negative exponential assumption, the paper pre
sented by Mr. Rubas in this congress is re levant. I do 
not have at hand any other references but I will be glad 
to look them up. 

Question by S MUNSHI 
You-have defined an ideal trick on page 2 of your paper. 
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Can you enumerate the factors considered to derive an 
ideal trick? Our experience, for reasons unknown as 
yet, shows that five minutes intervals before and after 
1/2 hour have a considerably high demand for service 
and hence the ideal trick proposed in your paper may 
be disastrous. Any suggestions? 

Answer 
It 1s-adviseable to make the working sessions approxi
mately of equal length for the benefit of the operators. 
Administrative considerations and practices may also 
restrict the timing of breaks and reliefs. Regarding 
the phenomena you describe I shall be grateful for any 
reference material on the subject. In offices where it 
occurs it might be beneficial to delay the start of re
liefs by five or ten minutes. This however, will not 
solve the problem for half hour and full hour breaks 
regardless of the definition of an ideal trick and the 
schedul ing methbd used. 

Question by S MUNSHI 
T)""lrCremember co rrectly the Bell Systems have adop
ted as a criteria average answer time of 2.5 seconds 
instead of P(~ t)$ preset value as you have defined 
(for TSPS operations). What modifications, you think, 
are necessary to make the algorithm applicable? 

2) Am I correct in assuming that input demand is de
rived from FADS measurements? If so, do you use 
completed calls (attempts) or operator occupancy for 
input demands? 

Answer 
The scheduI ing algorithm is independent of the method 
by which one calculates the half hourly requirements 
for operators. The method described in 'the paper was 
intended as an illustration. Reliable traffic measure
ments and an acceptable traffic model will enhance the 
schedul ing algorithm by providing accurate operator 
requirements which are needed as input to the sche
duI ing algorithm. 

Question by G GOSZTONY 
In yOUr paper it is supposed that the traffic of every 
half hour is known in advance. These traffic values 
are, as I suppose, averages of measured values and 
the real daily traffic values may oscillate around this 
mean value. At the end of the optimizatiqn procedure 
you have a certain amount of "surplus" capacity. Have 
you any experience whether this surplus related to 
this mean value is enough to balance traffic variations? 

Answer 
The schedul ing of operators is done a week or two in 
advance. For this reason it might be wise not to in
sist on driving the shortage to zero. The chief opera
tor, on the day of the schedule, may choose to release 
operators or to call in additional ones depending on how 
the traffic load develops. It is unlikely that an increase 
in load, relative to the original forcast, will be con
fined to time intervals where the schedule shows a 
surplus. 

Question by 0 BAZLEN 
In -your paper the optimal assignment of operators is 
determined regarding the tours of the operators with 
their breaks and reI ief periods. 

To what extent are your results influenced by the fact 
that the operators are no machines but human beings? 

Have you compared your results e.g. with measure
ments? 

Answer 
The-user may incor;'ponate special conditions by spe
cifying upper and lower bounds on the tours. A post
processor was also added to the program. When the 
user enters this phase he may override the suggested 
output by adding and deleting tricks and by changing 
the timing of the breaks and reliefs. The human ele
ment comes in strongly when a name of an operator is 
associated with a specific trick. This task has not yet 
been computerized. The challenge is to devise an al
gorithm which will reconcile the individual prefe ren
ces of the operators with the requirement of the sche
dule. 
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A marked shift in the traffic distribution just before 
the first field trial went into effect made a "before" 
vs. "after" comparison difficult. A second field trial 
is underway and we hope to have meaningful compari
sons there. 

PAPER No. 534 
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Question by T OHTA 
T)-As to-the advantage gained by SPADE DA system, 
which of the following two effects contributes greater: 

a) effect of carrying many low traffic routes in a large 
and single route, or 

b) effect of time difference? 

2) When a transit centre has PA routes and DA route, 
which do you think is the actual final route; final route 
of PA circuits or DA circuits? Does not this mean sig
nificant changes in the hierarchical routing rule such .a 
CCITT World Routing Plan? 

. Answer 
T)-The effect of carrying low traffic routes in a large 
and single route is larger if many routes are concen
trated in a few Time zones of a Reg ion . 

2) It is a new reality that the SPADE system represents 
the first intercontinental jr..)\ ~t transmission and switch
ing facility. Many problems are on the floor and will be 
discussed at the CCITT, particularly as regards the 
Intercontinental Routing Plan. I defer the reply to this 
question to the appropriate CCITT Commissions in the 
next 1973-76 Study period. 

Question by 0 BAZ LEN 
You-have commented about some future developments of 
DA Satellite systems. I think one further development 
will be that the satellite itself is not only a transponder 
but also a small exchange. 

Can you comment on the effect of this development? 

Answer 
The-same reply I gave to Mr. Ohta"s second question 
given here. 

Question by 0 BAZLEN 
In the -calculation of the number of DA circuits you are 
using the Erlang B formula. But you have reported that 
the traffic which can not be handled by the PA circuits 
overflows to the DA circuits. 

Why do you not take into account the overflow charac
teristic of the traffic (e.g. by means of the ERT-method 
of R J Wilkinson)? 

Answer 
In fa...:t, Wilkinson's method could be more appropriate 
in this case but for practical purpose, the second part 
of the formula (7) gives a sufficient protection factor 
(about 0.5) on the medium busy hour traffic Bm in er-

lang to be carried by the channel units of one SPADE 
terminal. 

Question by 0 BAZ LEN 
What happens if at the same time the same frequency 
is occupied by two different earth stations? 

Answer 
The -DASS processor of each SPADE terminal contin
ously up-dates the status of occupancy of all the fre
quencies of the pool avoiding such problem. 

PAPER No. 535 
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Question by 0 BAZLEN 
you try to describe an exchange such as a sequential 
machine. What is the aim of your investigations? 
Is it to produce a computer program containing all the 
subprograms of an exchange, such that with given cha
racteristics of a new service the program determines 
the influence of this new service on the existing ex
change? 
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Answer 
In fact, your question implies the answer as well. More 
fully, the aim set might be expressed so that if a sub
program for new services can be composed and all the 
common starting-points can be determined, there will 
be a possibility to predetermine the extent of interac
tions in case of introducing a new service. According 
to my opinion, in the case of exchanges with stored 
program-control a state diagram, as well as any 
algorithm belonging to it, should not be considered as 
a simple specific means for the design, and in this 
way any misunderstanding might be precluded. 

Question by 0 BAZ LEN 
For the -mathematical description of the mode of ser
ving you have made the simplification to consider only 
a one-channel system. But regarding a real exchange 
there are performed at the same different processes, 
e.g. setting up a connection, receiving of dial infor
mation, etc. These processes are performed not only 
by different units but also by the same units of the 
exchange. I. e. one process influences the other and 
vice versa. Therefore, the consideration of only one- . 
channel system seems to be a very strong simplifica
tion. Could you give some comments on this fact? 

Answer 
The application of a single-channel system can, in my 
judgement, be accepted as a first approach. Since my 
study only aimed at rendering possible to conceive in 
a specification language the completion and performan
ce of services, and to forestall, in this way, any mis
understanding between users and the designer, I deemed 
sufficient to accept such an approach as at a time on ly 
one change of state would take place. Thus, by a state 
it is merely meant here the state of a call, and by no 
means the intrinsic condition of the circuit. 

Further on, this principle should be extended to con
siderations concerning any actual state of the switch
ing network, as we 11 as the volume of traffic. I have 
a fee ling that this simplified basic point of departure 
might serve as a convenient basis for describing the 
more complex stream of processes, too. 

PAPER No. 536 
Authors: 0 BEAR and C A SEYMOUR 

Question by 0 BAZ LEN 
(TheQuestion also refers to Paper No. 532.) 
Your both papers report on studies of the United 
Kingdom trunk network. 

Mr. Breary"s and Mr. Gates" paper is concerned with 
the whole trunk network, Mr. Bear"s and Mr. Seymour"s 
paper is concerned with a limited area of this network. 
To what extent exists a mutual influence of these stu
dies? 

Answer 
The -m-odel described by Bear and Seymour is concer
ned with evaluation of new switching and transmission 
systems and is not intended to yield real planning in
formation. Thus, although a real area has been mo
delled and a detailed study preceeded the choice of 
area we have deliberately tried not to influence the 
planning of that area. 

The model described by Breary and Gates does not 
recognise the same level of detail as the evaluation 
model and is concerned with the complete UK network 
and with real planning of that network. The evaluation 
model does however utilise information from the na
tional model as explained in the first paragraph of 
Section 5 of paper 536. 

Question by 0 BAZ LEN 
Your prediction model should be realized as a com
puter program. Mr. Taylor and Mr. Batty have re
ported on the computing aspects of the traffic predic
tion model. My question is to which extent does the 
program exist at the time being and could you comment 
on some results? 

Answer 
The-program is written and fully tested. The data 
collected in the local area offices is at present being 
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vetted and inconsistencies and errors removed before 
a complete run of the model. In the mep\ntime, informa
tion about class calling rate predictions, and connexion 
growth, and consistent traffic patterns has been made 
available to design teams in order to assist in dimen
sioning of the new system proposals. 

Question by 0 BAZLEN 
Your prediction model is concerned with a limited area 
of the United Kingdom telephone network. By which 
criteria do you define the size of such a limited area? 

Answer 
T~ -area to be modelled should be larger by about an 
order of magnitude than the area covered by the lar
gest system proposal to be evaluated, in order to mi
nimize boundary effects. It should contain areas of te
lephone penetration ranging from very high to very low 
densities so that special problems associated with pro
vision of service in these areas could be addressed. We 
wished to minimize data collection effort and hence wan
ted to involve as few local planning offices as possible. 
The area under the control of the planning office at 
Bristol fitted these criteria and is also a relatively good 
sample of the UK Network. 

PAPER No. 537 
Author: K STRANDBERG 

Question by R CHAPUIS 
The reliability (or, more exactly, the maintainability) 
of the telephorle network is a subject under active study 
in the CCITT, in close cooperation with Committee No. 
56 of the IEC who has competence for setting up general 
recommendations, including those concerning exact 
definitions of related terms. Letting apart the matter 
of definitions, is it possible to draw the following ge
neral conclusion of your paper: "The most important 
parameter which is to be observed for assessing 
"system effectiveness" is the probabil ity of call failure, 
a parameter which can be determined with ac3'8quate 
arrangements by test calls?" 

Answer 
The -ma in intention of my paper is to define measures 
applicable for prediction purposes during system deve
lopment and design. The measures chosen must be 
well suited for this purpose but can, due to measuring 
difficulties, be less well suited for assessments. This 
is especially the case for failure effects and events 
occuring with a low intensity. 

System effectiveness is a part of the qual ity of service 
concept, for which observation equipments are under 
use. The proportion of call failurs can also be assessed 
by the use of call generators. 

The probabil ity of call failure is therefore a most im
portant parameter in the assessment of system effec
tiveness, although there still exist some problems re
garding the interpretation of the results of test calls, 
as has also been pointed out in the paper by Overer and 
R iesz presented to this cong ress. 

However, due to the high number of test calls needed, 
it will be difficult to assess very low probabilities of 
ca 11 failure with a high degree of confidence. 

Question by L E N DELBROUCK 
50 you not believe that the insensitivity of ergodic 
traffic probabillties to the incidence of failures (e.g. 
formulae 3.31, 3.32, 3.33, and 3.34) can only be assum
ed in case where interfailure times are much greater 
than service times for served requests? 

Answer 
Yes:- and this condition is generally fulfilled in practi
cal cases. 

Question by L LEE 
IwouidTike to compliment you on your interesting 
paper. Two graphs as the function of failure effect in 
your talk do not appear in your paper. I would 1 ike to 
ask you how did you derive those graphs? 

Answer 
The graphs shown during my paper presentation 
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(enclosed to this answer) were derived from criterion 
formulas given in the paper. The graph on semiperma
ment failures given as a step function with the formula 
4.2.5 as a 1 imiting function. The second one, for cri
teria concerning time to failure detection, was drawn 
according to formula 4.2.7. 

mean time between semi per.m~nent faiLures 
(log scale) 

mean time to failure detection 
(log scale) 
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failure effect 
(Log scale) 

1 

failure effe~t 

(Log scale) 
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